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Weak-probe absorption and dispersion spectra in a two-level system driven by a strong trichromatic The probe-field method is widely adopted in studying the behaviour of a quantum system excited by a strong resonant field. This method consists in studying the absorption or the dispersion of the field depending on its frequency provided the quantum system is excited by a resonant field at the fixed frequency. From the absorption (dispersion) line form of the probe field one can draw the conclusions of the nonlinear phenomena in the quantum system. Rautian and Sobelman [1] were the first to investigate the absorption of a weak in the presence of a strong wave. They showed that the absorption of the weak (probe) wave changes into the gain when the strong field amplitude and the frequency difference between the strong and weak field reach certain values. This problem was also considered in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] by the solution of equations for the density matrix of a two-level system which allows us to take into account the relaxation in contrast to the solution of equations for the wave function amplitude [1] . It has also been obtained that the weak-probe field absorption may be negative (the parametric gain effect) when the saturation field is sufficiently strong. This gain has a maximum when the frequency difference between the strong and weak field is equal
Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphys:01990005108072300 f2 = --t f2 RI f2 R is the nutation frequency in .the system (the Rabi frequency). The negative absorption effect was experimentally confirmed in a large number of papers both in the rfrange and in optics [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Subsequently the probe-field method was developed in two directions : 1) the case of equal saturating and probe field intensities (so-called strong modulated exciting field) [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , 2) the case of a number of equal probe fields with the frequencies which are symmetric relative to the saturating field frequency. The amplitudes of these probe fields may be both weak [25] [26] [27] [28] and equal to the strong pump amplitude [29] . It was shown that there are the resonances at = ± f2 R and 1 f2 1 = l2R/n, n = 1, 2, 3, ... (the so-called sub-radiation structure [30] ) in their absorption spectra when the probe wave amplitudes grow. In addition in [22, 28] was obtained that the dispersion profile resembles an absorption one while the absorption profile resembles a dispersion one when the probe wave amplitude is sufficiently large. Now we describe briefly the mathematical methods which have been used by the abovementioned authors. It is notorious that the time dependence of the density matrix of a twolevel system interacting with the resonant radiation is described by the Bloch equations (see, for example, [31] [2, 5, 27] with some simplifying assumptions ; 3) the introduction of a trial solution [29] ; 4) the Floquet theorem method which allows us to present the solution by an infinite set of the intermode frequency sidebands. The amplitudes of these sidebands are expressed in terms of continuous fractions which are needed in the numerical calculation. Feneuille et al. [12] , Toptygina and Fradkin [15] were the first to apply the Floquet theorem and now this method is widely applied in studying the Bloch equations with periodic coefficients and constant inhomogeneous terms [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
However, when the exciting field modulation is nonperiodical (for example, the phase of a probe field is a stochastic function [33] , or the field spectrum is non-equidistant), the Floquet theorem is inapplicable because the Bloch equations for this case have a nonperiodical coefficients or a time-dependent inhomogeneous term (the validity of the application of the Floquet theorem for studying the differential equations have been discussed, for example, in [34] ). Such equations can be solved with the help of the matrix exponent method which was used in [33] . We show below that this method allows us to obtain analytic solutions of the Bloch equations with both periodical and nonperiodical coefficients and without using the continuous fractions.
The present paper is devoted to the calculation of the weak-probe absorption and dispersion profiles in a two-level system saturated by a strong trichromatic field in an analytic form, i.e. we apply the probe-field method to study the nonlinear effects in a two-level system driven by a strong resonant amplitude-modulatéd field. In section 2 we obtain (with the help of the matrix exponent method) an analytic solution of the Bloch equations with periodic coefficients and constant inhomogeneous terms. These equations describe the behaviour of the two-level system density matrix in the strong trichromatic field with three components of equal amplitude. In section 3 we obtain the response of such a two-level system to the weak probe field which adds to the Bloch equations the time-dependent inhomogeneous terms. These equations are also solved by the matrix exponent method. Because Assuming that the probe field is weak (eleo « 1) the solution of equations (2) is sought as a sum of two solutions -the solutions in the absence of a weak field (for e = 0) and a small correction to the latter caused by a weak field, namely, where u, v, w 1 « U, V, W 1. . After substituting (3) into (2) and retaining the terms of the order eleo, we obtain two systems of equations for U, V, W and u, v, w instead of (2) : where The matrix equation (4) [35] the solutions of equations (4), (5) (8) and retaining the terms of the order y / n R we obtain :
The direct calculation shows that exp (B ) exp (-B ) = 1 within the bounds of our approximation.
We can now obtain the conditions for the validity of solutions (6), (7) . Using (10) For the sake of simplicity we omitted the argument 2 p for all Bessel functions.
So we obtained the analytic solutions of the Bloch equations in the case of trichromatic resonant excitation without using the Floquet theorem. In contrast to [29] , where the trichromatic excitation was also considered, we supposed the inequality of r 2 and ri.
The following conclusions can be drawn from equations (16) (5) into (22) and by selecting the items at the frequency lJJq = (ow only.
With the help of (7) and (10) we obtain :
where In (23) , (24) we may use the only steady-state parts of V (t ) and W(t), which are written in (16) , since the substitution of their damped parts into (23) , (24) The, coefficients (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h ))Î"' in (26) are linear combinations of (A, B, P, Q )7' f multiplied by f24'. We shall not write these coefficients in an explicit form.
Equations (25) , (26) (25) and (26) into (20) and taking into account (22) we obtain :
Equations (28), (29) this restriction does not affect significantly the results. It is seen that the absorption and dispersion manifest the extreme behaviour when 5/QR is near by 0; ±1; ± 2 ; ± 3 ; ± 4 ; ± 5 (note that ImXw(5)=lmXw(-5); ReXw(5)=-ReXw(-5)). In the neighbourhood of these points the dispersion profile resembles the absorption profile of the monochromatic field. This result was obtained in [28] for trichromatic exciting field at f2 R/F2 = 50 and 100, and also in [22] for strong bichromatic field at f2 R/-r2 = 4, 6.
So we showed that the application of the matrix exponent method to the solution of the Bloch equations allows us to obtain the analytic solutions in most general cases as compared with the Floquet theorem method. Note that there is another method of the solution of the Bloch equations. Prants [36] 
